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Geronimo Stilton Season 2
Ep02: The Legend of Big Toes

Part A: Vocabulary

fake

skeptical

evidence

patrol

trade

haunting

sacred

highway

camouflage

trail

legend

tribe

1.

exchanging something you have with another person

2.

a main road, especially between two cities

3.

Someone who does not believe if something is true

4.

a story from a time in the past that was very long ago

5.

a group of people who live together, usually in areas far away from
cities

6.

not real

7.

a line of marks that someone or something leaves behind as they
move

8.

the act of looking for trouble or danger around an area or building

9.

a way of making something difficult to see by having a coloured
pattern that is similar to the area around it

10.

something that makes you believe that something is true or exists

11.

relating to a religion or considered to be holy

12.

a place where ghost appears often
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*Fill in the blanks using the words from the box above.
1. His moustache is not real. It is (

).

2. Kelly and Timothy (

) their books every month.

3. The thief left a (

) of his shoe print on the street so the cops were

able to catch him.
4.

According to the legend, mermaid’s tears could help heal the worst wound or disease.

5. There is a (

ed

) house at the Everland. It is famous for being so

scared.
6. I am (

) about the existence of ghosts.

Part B: Comprehension:
*Complete the questions about the show.
1. What was in the photo that Geronimo got through his mail?
a) Big Man

b) Big Toes

2. Did Geronimo think the photo was real?

c) Big Foot
a) yes

b) no

3. ‘To find the evidence Benjamin went south’. This is ( true / false ).
4. What is the name of the patrol that Benjamin, Pandora, and Trap met in the
mountain?
a) Goat Chase Patrol

b) Ghost Check Patrol

c) Goat Cheese Patrol

5. How many monster tracking medals did the patrol leader have? (
6. What does the patrol look for in the mountain? (
7. What was the mice trying to build in the mountain?
a) apartments

b) highway

c) a department store

)
)
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8. Why did Geronimo and Thea stay next to the tree?
a) To do camping.

b) To enjoy the beautiful view.

c) To protect the tree.

9. Why did the tribe spread the legend that the Big Toes exist?
a) To protect their lands and forests.
b) To make more people come to the forest.
c) To make scientist to believe Big Toes is real.
10. What is Geronimo’s plan to protect the tree and forest?
a) He called monsters of the forest to fight the construction workers.
b) He made a legend that there is a spirit living in the special tree.
c) He gave money to the construction workers.
11. If someone damages the forest, what do they have to do?
(

)

